List of Style Manuals

*Research and Documentation* describes four commonly used systems of documentation: **MLA**, used in English and the humanities; **APA**, used in psychology and the social sciences; **Chicago**, used in history and some humanities; and **CSE**, used in biology and other sciences. Following is a list of style manuals used in a variety of disciplines.

**BIOLOGY** (SEE **CSE**.)

**BUSINESS**

**CHEMISTRY**

**ENGINEERING**

**ENGLISH AND OTHER HUMANITIES** (SEE **MLA**.)

**GEOLOGY**

**GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS**

HISTORY (SEE CHICAGO.)

JOURNALISM

LAW
Harvard Law Review et al. The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation. 18th ed.

LINGUISTICS

MATHEMATICS
  2009.

MEDICINE

MUSIC

PHYSICS

POLITICAL SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY AND OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES (SEE APA.)
SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL WRITING

SOCIAL WORK

From Bedford/St. Martin’s found at http://bcs.bedfordstmartins.com/resdoc5e/list-of-style-manuals.htm